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Grant Given Federal Green Light

Application
Hopes Dimmed,

'A

The admissions office has lowered its projected 1,000 application total to about 700 as applicat-

ions continue to run below

stantial gain over last year.
Geographical distribution is
the same as last year, according to admissions officials.
One bright note in the admissions picture has been an unexpected response to the proposed
women's college. While the College has initiated no formal admissions program for women, letstudents
ters from prospective
have been coming at an average
of five per week since the announcement last October.
a-b- out

Viet Medical Vet
To

Speak on War

The Department of Aerospace
Studies of Kenyon College is
sponsoring a lecture by a Mount
Vernon physician who served in

volunteer

a

program

Kenyon College received word Tuesday of final confirmation on its $675,131 grant from the federal government for construction of the biology building.
of the construction cost
The grant represents
of the building and is financed by a Title I grant under the 1963
Educational Facilities Act. Still pending is an $865,000 loan
from Title III of the Act which will bring government financing
to

C 7"

one-thir- d

ex-

pectations.
The current figure is 500, with
some 200 more expected by the
March 1 deadline. However, both
the projection and the total as of
this time still represent a sub-

in South

Viet Nam last year. The program
is the Volunteer Physicians For
Viet Nam under the administration of the American Medical
Association.
The lecture will be presented
in Mather 307 at 1 p.m. next
Thursday. Faculty and students
are invited to attend.

Under the AMA program, Dr.
See DOCTOR, Page 6

$675,000 Raises Hopes

For Further Support

Expected

700

No. 15

8, 1968

75.

The mood among College administrators, however, is one of
ANARCHY is the forte of the PACC's current visitor, Paul Goodman, confidence that the ice of the
who is currently unraveling the Political Science Department. For presidential freeze on a number
review, see page three.
of programs is beginning to thaw.
Confirmation on the loan is expected quickly now that the more
difficult grant has been assured.
Administrators expressed confidence also that required government loans from the Housing and
Urban Development Commission
will be forthcoming for the won,
men's dormitories.
Student Council moved Monday and member of Delta Kappa
Samuel F.
to send a new women's hours proto succeed Pedro Arango to Lord expressed hope that the loan
posal to the Senate after the re- the Senate. Butt's term will be- will come in time for work on the
cent veto of a previous bill by gin immediately.
See GRANT, Page 6
President Lund.
The new plan parallels the old
one except that no extension of
daily morning hours is asked.
Under the proposal passed
Monday, hours would be pushed
from 9 a.m. to midnight week-night- s
by Charles Spain Verral
and to 2 a.m. Saturday.
magazines. Though he later deIn vetoing the previous bill, the
Dr. J. Thomas Ungerleider pre- clared himself a "compulsive . . .
President stated he would not op- sented a lecture on the use and anal" person, his talk was a
pose the Saturday extension, but effects of LSD to an overflowing rambling and contradictory jum-Se- e
expresed doubt on the midnight Rosse Hall audience Monday
ACID, Page 6
weekday plan. However, Jeffrey night.
Fisher, Student Council President,
His material, though generally
stated that the one hour week- accurate, was more concerned
day addition that President Lund with the dramatic impact of LSD
suggested "is not one we consider on society than with the nature
meaningful."
of the drug.
In other action at the Monday
devoted his
Dr. Ungerleider
meeting, Council elected Walter opening remarks to a brief survey
Butt, a veteran of campus politics of the audience ("how many hippies?") and to a discussion of the
(not
"communication
again!)
breakdown." Employing an elocutionary style halfway between
that of a football coach and a
Saga manager, he rediscovered
the "generation gap."
After announcing "We must beemployed." After initial progress lieve almost nothing that we see
the goal would become "a job for or hear in the mass media," Dr. LERONE BENNETT, senior edianybody willing and able to Ungerleider proceeded to draw tor of Ebony Magazine, will visit
work."
most of his largely anecdotal lec- Kenyon for a lecture 3:30 p.m.
ture from the columns of popular tomorrow.
See CAPLES, Page 6

Council Passes New Bill
On Hours After Lund Veto
Ep-silo-

Acid Talk Bombs Crow
Packed in Rosse Chapel

Class Split Called

Ruinous by Caples
by Richard Alper
"The Problem of the Negro in
our society is the most persistent, pressing one we have and I
am

mindful of Viet Nam," stated

William G. Caples, vice president of Inland Steel in a speech
to faculty
Feb. 1 in

and students Thursday,
Lower Dempsey.
"Failure to solve the problem
of these people has within it the
fabric of destruction of our society," Caples stated. "If the trend
continues our urban society will
be black and poor. They will have
been passed over by prosperity."
'We must recognize we can no
longer have two classes in the
United States." He points to systematic and institutional discrimination and concludes, "it is a

i

Something Happening

Apathy Target
For War Group
Concerned with "campus apathy
on both sides of the Viet Nam
war," the Kenyon Committee to
End .the War in Viet Nam has
planned several activities to press
for a dialog between the two factions.
Several members of the Committee will attend an ROTC meeting soon and discuss an aspect of
the War. The topic is undecided
at this time.

Another debate, with students
in the Political Science Department, has been scheduled for
later this month, and a showing
of the movie The War Game will
be held at the same time in Rosse
under Committee auspices.
Final definite plans call for a
speaker who has toured North
Viet Nam to be on campus for a
talk later this month or in early
March.
Committee members will

con-

tinue to oppose the presence of
military recruiters, but no specific
plans have been laid at this time.
One member of the Committee

stated after the recent visit: "the
stumajor resort of the
dents is that of threat and violpro-w-

ar

ence."

Arguers Nab
Seventh Cup
The Marietta

Debate Tourna-

ment was the scene last weekend
for Kenyon's seventh trophy victory this season.
The varsity team took the second place trophy after a tie with

Carroll College of Wisconsin (6-- 2
records) was broken on a point
count.
of
Five states and 20 schools were
represented at the tourney.

Programs Give Students Chance to Care

by Greg Lenske
is happening
Something
something that embraces more
than the classroom, the "campus"
life, the drive to the degree;
something that enables the Kenyon student to share in the discovery of very real, very human
worlds, worlds which call on him
complex problem requiring to give. His gift is one of time,
changes in parts of our society. and of talent, and requires a
There is no easy solution."
promise; it is the gift himself. In
As a first step Caples advocates return he can be given a look, a
implementation of a major sys- touch, and share in a sense of
tem of concentrated individual learning, of joy, of hope. Usually,
and complete help for the unem- these are the gifts of the young;
ployed"
"a national commitalways, they are the gifts of peoment to uplift the hard core un ple. As such, they are invaluable.

Something
is happening
something expressed in several
ways through four highly autonomous student programs? Some
new, some old, all vital now. This
variety provides the student willing to reach past his campus
confines with ample opportunity
to express himself, to care. He
can help handicapped children
learn to swim, teach and learn
with nearby grade and high
school students, volunteer to lend
a hand in local institutions for
children with special mental or
physical disabilities, or work in
an urban ghetto. These projects
extend from the pool to Columbus

but involve no more than 10
the student body.
It is happening just outside

of

Gambier on Lower Gambier Road,
which runs parallel to Rt. 229.
This is the second full year of
Kenyon's tutoring relationship
with young people on Lower
Gambier Road who are willing
and eager to spend their after-schohours with Kenyon tutor-friend
in their own
Shepherd. This relationship, founded by Larry Gale,
Dick Malley, and Joe Thompson
of Bexley, supplements the often
inadequate schooling of the Mt.
See PROGRAM, Page 6
ol
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Chapel-of-the-Goo-

The

Mardi

Gras

Invitational

drew four Kenyon debaters the
weekend of Jan.
The national tournament held
27-2- 9.

at Tulane in New Orleans saw
Kenyon place 52nd in a field of
166 in a tie with Dartmouth,
Brown, University of Pennsylvania, Stanford, and last year's
winner Texas Tech. Jeff Butz and
Kim Byham argued for this
team's 3 record.
Richard
Baehr and Robert
Berger placed 79th with a 4
record.
5--

4--
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Robert Garland

ing raids north of the DMZ, and
is perhaps time to check what
it
years
than three
It
since the dramatic escalation of progress has been made by the
the war in Vietnam by the bomb- - "Allied" forces since then. Glowing reports from General Westmoreland, the Joint Chiefs of
To the Editor:
Staff, and by the President, and
Even the highest of causes can encouraging
statements
from
be ruined by its own spokesmen. Time and U.S. News that 1968
Unfortunately,
this has become will be decisive in our favor are
true of much student analysis and not borne out by the record of
criticism of the Viet Nam War. the last three years.
The Kenyon Committee to End
In 1967. 10,000 Americans were
the War in Viet Nam, sponsor of
in fighting, but they took
killed
what used to be a studied, logical
85,000 Viet Cong with them, acof
and persuasive examination
to U.S. estimates. Civilian
American defense policy, has be- cording
are reported as 25,000
casualties
sinking
proponents
by
trayed its
to the much simpler level of "gut killed, 100,000 wounded Current
response" and untested argument. Allied troop strength numbers 1.2
This was clearly demonstrated in million (U.S., South Vietnam,
their leaflets passed out last Fri- South Korea, Australia, etc.).
day (Feb. 2) near the Marine Enemy main forces are reported
at 118,000 (54,000 North Vietrecruiters in Peirce Hall.
It's easy to charge that the re- namese), backed up by 40,000 adcruiters came to Kenyon "to re- ministrative troops, 90,000 guerilcruit students to kill and be killed las, and a hard core political cadre
Cleveland
in Viet Nam." And it produces a of 85,000. (Statistics
response. It's Plain Dealer, February 1, 1968.)
nice, emotional
harder to state the truth, that Enemy strength then runs apthey came to give out information proximately 333,000. What does
to students who would like to ful- all this prove?
fill their service obligation as enThe bombings of the North
listed men or officers in the was supposed to cut down on
Marine Corps, and to separate the North
infiltration.
Vietnamese
obligation from the policy it Three years of VC strength numserves.
bered little more than 100,000.
Are the Committee members so Only a year ago there were renaive as to think that the re- ported at most a quarter of a milcruiters were sent to Kenyon as lion enemy forces. Hence, despite
spokesmen for the Administration the greatest bombing in military
on the War? Policy is made
and history (greater than at any time
on a differ- in World War II) and despite the
publicly justified
ent level. The Marine recruiters loss of 85,000 men in action last
carry out service policies handed year, there are still today 75,000
down to them; neither their duty more VC than there were a year
as recruiters nor their experience ago. It is obvious from this that
in fighting qualifies them to argue Westmoreland's war of attrition
committments that are to be de- has been a dismal failure.
fended by the legislators and adBut not only in the military
ministration officials who made arena has the Johnson adminisCompliments of
them.
tration's policy achieved less than
Peoples Bank
I urge the Committee to return moderate success. In the vital
to rational and realistic examiof Gambier
area of pacification
under the
nation of both sides of the War. government's own system of
e
Member of F.D.I.C.
And to look for "forthright disPERSPECTIVE, Page 6
cussion of the War" from those
who can and must defend defense
policies, not from those who re"ONE
THE YEAR'S 10
cruit for the services that carry
-- NEW YORK TIMCS
out the administration's policies.
JOSEPH E LEVINE
Mark E. Sullivan '68
MIKE NICHOLS-LAWRENby Richard Baehr

Rizzo
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a time being an American abroad."
James Fine, Collegian Beirut Correspondent

"It's a hell of

Curricular Holes
One of the first indications from a Collegian survey currently in progress on the new curriculum is that there may be
serious gaps in the curricular offerings of Kenyon. Among department chairmen interviewed by Collegian staff members,
one consistent theme was the need for departments of sociology
andor anthropology.
Reflecting on this point, we can only agree with more
who point to the need for such additions.
Two strong arguments present themselves. One is obviously that sociology represents a vital new approach to certain
areas that is lacking at this time in the Kenyon curriculum.
Another is that major work in such departments as political
science, economics and history would be facilitated by sociology. The general absence of behavioral studies in these three
theoretically oriented departments would seem to argue
strongly for the
approach of sociology.
In this regard, we agree with Professor Edmund Hecht's
statement that theoretical studies would be benefitted by the
presence of a behavioral sociology. This statement, of course,
raises one of the main objections to the addition of the departments, that being, that such "vocationally" oriented studies
have no place in a liberal arts college.
We do not feel, however, that sociology is any more vocational than biology. Both studies can involve research and
scientific formulations without making lab technicians or social
workers. Both do enlighten a type of thought, namely scientific,
and both are relevant in a very real way to liberal education.
Nor can we agree with the implication of this similarity
that sociology would unnecessarily duplicate departments we
now have. Sociology can easily be a unique study and simply
saying it is duplicated in other scientific courses is to deny its
important uniqueness and take a too narrow view of science.
Along this line, the question of whether the College can
afford to spread itself thinner by adding departments is answered by asking whether the College can afford not to. Sociology,
unless many knowledgeable department chairmen are wrong,
is a hole in Kenyon's curriculum offering that is hurting the
al
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and Singers Present

Ernest Hemingway's
"THE KILLERS"

with Lee Marvin
Rosse Hall

Friday Evening
7:30 and 9:30 Showings
Benefit film for Singers and Choir
European Tour

BEST!"

OF
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TURMAN
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IN

THE
FEBRUARY

1
1

ATLANTIC

structure.

The College must, however, be aware of the dangers. Sociology could easily become bogged down in statistics and
and its underlying philosophy must constantly be
its relevance to the liberal arts structure.
A great deal of care must therefore be taken in making
the first moves because a bad department would be worse than
no department at all. But the College must also be aware that
the department should ideally begin when the women's college
does and not get lost in worries.
DWH
The Kenyon Choir

To the Editor:
Three and one half years ago,
when the present senior class
were freshmen new to Kenyon's
campus, we experienced one of
the few traditions that remain in
this community: a lecture on the
concept of collegium and how we
were beginning a journey toward
education in the true liberal arts
tradition. We were proud of the
idea that here we would find a
continual dialogue in the search
for truth, based on mutual respect and common purpose.
President Lund's veto of the
women's hours bill is in complete
contradiction to the philosophy
on which Kenyon College is supposedly based; coming at this
time it is the most irresponsible
action taken by any member of
this community, student, faculty
member, or administrator, that
has taken place in three and one
half years.
Certainly each student in the
college is a transient; however it
is only by the continual line of
transient students that there is
a college at all. Yet students at
Kenyon are constantly faced with
an administration whose dreams
of the future do not admit the
present, and whose ideals become
pragmatic at the slightest provocation. The traditions of a collegium are only valid if they are
respected by every member of
the community, not merely invoked by administrators when it
seems convenient.
If the President, and the trustees to whom he is financially responsible, expect allegiance to a
system which they constantly and
unjustifiably place themselves
they will be disappointed;
for how can we act responsibly
when we are told, at every turn,
that responsibility is none of our
concern?
Christopher T. Connell '68
cc: F. Edward Lund
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-- NBC TV
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TODAY

MONTHLY
"Where Graduate Schools Fail":
They are stuck in a complacent
rut of pure academia and antediluvian requirements, write two
Harvard educators.
"Advice to a Draftee":
Published for the first time, this
letter written by Leo Tolstoy in
1899 to a desperate young potential conscript bears a relevance
to America in 1968.
"On Civil Disobedience":
by Charles E. Wyzanski, Jr., a carefully reasoned examination of the
problem by a federal judge directly
confronted with the issue.

"The Perversity of
Aubrey Beardsley":
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Goodman Stirs Conflict
Advocates Anarchy
In Disobedience Talks

i

by Bob Boruchowilz
A short, thin man with unkempt hair, removing his glasses
and constantly
his pipe
while speaking,
author Paul
Goodman presented a vivid contrast this week to the towering
figure of CORE leader James
Farmer who visited Kenyon two
weeks ago.
The second distinguished visitor
of the Public Affairs Conference
Center's seminar on civil disobedience, Mr. Goodman has just
completed a four-da- y
stay in
Gambier which included three
PACC seminars, a public lecture,
a poetry reading, and a history
seminar. He dined with students
in Peirce Hall and had an informal conversation with a group
of freshmen in the Alumni House.
In conversations marked by
language and by references
to many noted authors
from
Aristotle to Madison, Mr. Goodman criticized the Johnson administration and chided the students for not having a better concept of the democratic system.
The first two PACC visitors differ in more than physical appearance. Whereas Farmer is concerned with the justice of civil
disobedience within a good legal
system, Goodman, a professed
anarchist, is more concerned with
the rights of an individual exclusive of government. Farmer
urges civil disobedience of particular laws and respect for the entire system of law. Goodman asserts that some things are "none
of their (the government's) damn
business."
Mr. Farmer was careful to include conscience as an important
factor in deciding to commit civil
disobedience. In a Collegian interview, Mr. Goodman emphasized loyalty to one's animal self
and to one's friends. If the animal
self has certain demands that the
law forbids, one simply disobeys
the law. If the law is enforced
by the authorities, then one must
organize a mass public flouting of
re-lighti- ng

rs v

Bethlehem Christmas Seen Barren
Under Military Rule of Israelis

ce

...

THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
Preparations for this historic
Christmas were not limited to
writing copy for the press and
placing special telephone
and
electric cables in Bethlehem. Ruth
Dayan, Moshe Dayan's wife, and
entourage, paid a
visit to Spaford Children's Hospital in the Old City of Jerusalem.
The hospital has served Arab
Palestine for more than forty
years. Since the war, however,
patients have inexplicably stopped coming in from the nearby
villages and half the hospital's
beds are empty.
Mrs. Dayan's group came to
pre-Christm-

as

Having a Parry
Use our Glassware and
Silversware Rental Service
113

The Woolson Co.
So- Main
Mt. Vernon
-

PRINTING ARTS
PRESS
Newark Road
Mount Vernon

I

generosity

went unheeded.

FREE ACCESS WITH NO
VEXING BARRIERS
Christmas undeniably posed a
problem to the Israelis. While annexed Jerusalem shows some
signs of a normal existence, there
can be no doubt that the West
Bank including Bethlehem is territory occupied by a hostile force.
Military checkpoints are set up on
every road, loaded troop carriers
and jeeps with mounted machine
guns can be seen moving along
the roads, and the military guards
the towns and villages. The
Israelis were clearly playing host
in someone else's house. And
they had reason to believe that
the homeowner might try to disrupt the party: Al Fatah, one of
the Arab commando groups, had
circulating a warning that there
might be violence in this year's
festivities.
The Israelis took stringent measures to insure control of the celebration. It was announced that a
pass would be needed by everyone who wished to enter Bethlehem on December 24th and 25th.
See BETHELEHEM, Page 6
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Foreign Correspondent
In the days before Christmas
the world press heralded the approaching season pronouncing expectations of a bigger, more
meaningful, more joyous holiday
in the Holy Lands.
Newsweek forecast an insur-genof over 20,000 pilgrims,
twice the normal number. A UPI
release echoed that prediction and
pointed out that this year from
Bethlehem the joyful message of
Christ's birth would be heard all
over the world, broadcast by
Radio Israel. And the Israeli
Jerusalem Post put out a special
supplement filling up with historical information
and tourist
tips, and everywhere emphasizing
that "Jerusalem is one again,"
underscoring the idea that hence
Christmas this year was going to
be different. The Post proclaimed
that tensions surrounding the
Holy Land were gone, and a new
spirit there would allow, as Abbe
Eban put it, "Christian friends
and well wishers
to walk and
worship in reverent liberty amidst
Christianity's sacred places."
Collegian

give presents to the Arab children
in the hospital over the holidays.
But for a while it was doubtful
that the presents would be distributed when the hospital director refused to allow the press
photographers accompanying Mrs.
Dayan to enter the wards and record the gift giving. After some
discussion the photographers
waited outside, the ladies distributed their presents, and Mrs.
Dayan signed out in the guest
register, "May God bless this
place."
Husband, hero, candidate, and
Minister of Defense, Moshe Dayan
was not idle during these days
either. On every Christmas Eve
afternoon the Latin Patriarch of
Jerusalem leads a procession of
the faithful from Jerusalem to
Bethlehem. He is normally accompanied by church, city, and
other officials and followed by a
couple of thousand pilgrims on
foot. Obviously there were some
necessary changes in the cast this
year.
The Arab Legion in recent
years provided a mounted escort
for the Patriarch. They were replaced this year by Israeli police.
And of course, city and other
officials aren't who they used to
be here. Still the cast wasn't quite
what the Israeli's would have had
it. Moshe Dayan, before Christmas, approached Mgr. Giacomo
Beltritti and pressed the Patriarch
to be allowed to ride in the Procession alongside the religious
leader. Dayan continued pushing
his bid until the Patriarch threatened to cancel the Procession if
Dayan didn't back down. No Procession was far worse than no
Moshe, so finally a compromise
was reached and the Patriarch
was accompanied by the Military
Governor of Bethlehem, Sagan-AlYirmiyahu Eshed.
The city of Jerusalem, now administered by Israel of course, in
a show of holiday spirit offered
the city of Bethlehem six giant
Christmas trees to decorate Manger Square. Somehow,
Bethlehem found some
symbolism in
uncomplimentary
the number six, ("Are we to arrange them to mark Israeli positions on each day of the war, or
to represent the Star of David?"
asked one Arab.) and Jerusalem's

off-col-

that law to effect a political
change, the elimination of that
law. If the law is not enforced,
there is no need to disobey publicly.
Goodman noted that if he
smoked marijuana, he would orto be held
ganize mass smoke-in- s
in several cities across the country to eliminate marijuana laws.
He suggested mass sleep-in- s
in
colleges that enforced dormitory
rules concerning signing in of women guests. The aim of such disobedience is to change the law,
not to take punishment.
Mr. Farmer seemed more willing to work within the present
system of law, insisting on arrest
when he civilly disobeyed a law.
In the PACC seminar, Goodman
observed that he was apalled that
there was among the students no
indignation that the Johnson administration had lied to its people.
He considers the government illegitimate because it deceives the
people. If a Democracy uses undemocratic means against its own
people, he asks "where do you
stop?" if you cannot trust your
own people. He cannot understand "lies to prevent criticism"
in one's own country.
Despairing the overemphasis on
urban centers, Goodman calls for
a higher percentage of rural population and a decentralization of
"military-industrial- "
vast
the
complex that affects a great portion of America's economy.
Noting that Denmark is a decent society, one where there are
clean rivers and enough food, he
observed that there are two factors that make a difference in the
citizenly quality of the Danes
a strong cooperative movement in
consumer-owne- d
and operated
businesses, and a high percentage
of rural population. He praises
the Scandinavian mixed economy
of socialism, free enterprise, and
independent farming.
Mr. Goodman would like to
build a world community with
serious efforts of international
cooperation such as the International Geophysical Year.
See GOODMAN, Page 6
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Weekend Games
Lifts Record
Two weekend games upped the
basketball record to 15-- 4 as the
Lords posted victories over Transylvania,
and Centre, 125-794-7- 9,

5.

Last year's loss to Transylvania
was avenged Friday with a surprisingly easy victory over the
Pioneers. Kenyon pulled ahead
quickly and rode Rinka's shooting and Marty's rebounding to a
3
halftime lead.
For a while in the second half,
the Kentucky club played the
Lords even, but better shooting
widened the Kenyon lead. With
Coach
margin,
a
Harrison removed his starters.
Transy outscored the subs 14-- 4 to
slice the final margin.
John Rinka was high man with
36 tallies, shooting 16 for 26 from
the field. John Dunlop had an off
night from the floor but still
managed 19 points. He played an
outstanding defensive job on Jim
Hurley, Transy's fine guard. Saturday night's Centre contest
was a Kenyon runaway as the
Lords romped past an eager but
outmanned, Colonel squad. The
KC shooters outscored the opposition 18-- 2 as the half closed, to
bulge to the locker
take a
room. Great shooting, highlighted
by Dunlop's
and
made
Parmelee's
the high scoring possible. Rinka
had 20 and Dunlop 18 at the half.
The second half was more of
the same as the Lord fast break
proved unstoppable. With a
spread, Harrison again gave
the starters a rest, and the reserves played Centre even the
rest of the way.
The backcourt showed a "pretty
51-3-

25-poi-

90-6- 5,

nt

57-3- 3

seven-for-eig-

70 points, 40
30
for Dunlop.
and
for Rinka
Parmelee added 25 more, and
played a strong game off the
boards with 17 rebounds. Captain
Dick Fox led in that department,
hauling in 20 caroms, and showed
his usual fine shooting accuracy.
Ed Shook came off the bench and
got a hot hand, canning 14 points.
REBOUNDS
Rinka's prolific weekend gave
scoring
him the single-seaso- n
record. Formerly 550 by Eppa
Rixey (1947-4it's now 611 by
Rinka with a long way still to
go . . The men assigned to guard
John actually did not do a poor
job. This was especially true
of Transylvania. However, Rinka's
quick stop and flick shooting
.
style is virtually unstoppable
The referees allowed a
game Friday. It's
lucky no one was injured, especially with several bad knees on
the court.
Transylvania is a much better
ball club than they showed
us. It seems possible their
very long bus ride made them
tired. Also, their fine center who
was' ill, didn't make the trip . .
They left with ia 13-- 5 mark,
Centre
Kenyon's 60. 29
shooting
Centre left them just short
of the record 60.3 cfr against Hiram
. .
Finstrom is showing much better timing on his blocks and isn't
getting so many quick fouls . . .
Rinka hit 75 9r of his shots in the
two games
Dunlop's league-leadin- g
percentage went down
Friday but 13 for 18 Saturday is
a fine booster
. . The Lords
are
now averaging 100.2 points per
game.
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Gary Nave seeking the "clincher" in match against Mt. Union's McFarren. He found
the right combination at :52 of the last period.
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First Meet
by Bill Lokey

The Lords lost a three way
meet to Muskingum and Ohio
Wesleyan Saturday.
The score
was Kenyon 29 V2 Muskingum
57 V2, and OWU 72.
Part of the Lords' problem was
the temporary ineligibility of top
ranked conference pole vaulter
David Yamauchi. The meet can
Welcome

To

Ringwalt's
-

,-

!

be best summed up in the words
of Capt. Gregg Johnson, "We did
poorly, but we will do better."
The individual performance of
Capt. Art Hensley was one bright
note in the meet. He set a new
varsity long jump record of 21'8"
and tied the varsity record in the
high hurdles of 7.4 seconds. Art
also took first in the high jump
with a jump of 6 feet.
The next meet is Saturday at
the field house with Otterbein and
Malone at 2:30.
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Joe France

Art Hensley taking first place in the high jump during last Saturday's meet. It was
a good day for Art who also set a varsity record in the long jump and tied the varsity record
in the high hurdles.
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Swimmers Fall to
M.A.C. Powerhouse
by Pele Cowen
The Kenyon swimming team
played host last Saturday to the
Conference's No. 1
Miami. The final score
team
appeared to suggest a Miami
4,
romp,
but the meet was
actually much closer than the
score shows.
For example, in the first event,
the 400 yard medley relay, the
Lord foursome lost to the Miami
of a
squad by a mere
superstar,
second. The Lords'
Larry Witner, led off the relay doing the backstroke and had a good
split of 58.2. Next,
Bill Koller swam a fine leg of
pulling in with a
breaststroke
1:03.8 clocking.
Doug "Blanch" Neff started the
butterfly with approximately a 4
second lead, and did a formidable
job against very rough competition, leaving Kenyon's anchorman, Pete Cowen, with about a
1 second lead. Unfortunately, despite Cowen's best 100 split, when
the waves and shouting had died
down, all the Kenyon strokers
could boast was a new Kenyon
varsity record
not an important
Mid-Americ-

an

70-3-

two-tent-

hs

All-Americ-

an

points.
The second event of the afternoon, the grueling 1000 yard free
style, saw "Uncle" Bill Howard
set a new pool and varsity record
with a great time of 11:05.4. Un7

fortunately, Karl Ruttan, who has
been out for a week with an ear
infection, placed fourth behind
Howard's first.
In the 200 free, two of Kenyon's fine frosh were entered:
Tom Walthers and Jim Fackler.
Due to Miami's fine freestyle
strength, the team could only
manage a second by Walther in
1:55.9, his best ever.
In the next event, the 50 free,
Kenyon's Hutchinson and Cowen
were swept by the speedy Miami
sprinters. The times of all four
swimmers were a mere seven-tenth- s
of a second apart, but
Hutch's third place point was all
that appeared for Kenyon on the
scoreboard.

touch. Leaping,
somersaulting,
and twisting to the best of his
ability, "Froggy" placed first.
Mark Raymen, Kenyon's other
fine diver, placed third with a
good point total of 108.
As the swimming recommenced,
the 200 yard butterfly was up.
Miami's fantastic entry, Russell,
proved to the fans that having
one of the starting blocks drop
on his head had no effect on his
stroke. His record first-plac- e
time
was 2:02.3. Doug Neff was Kenyon's second place point-gette- r
in
this race, being clocked at 2:11.2.
The 100 free was another race
in which Kenyon was unfortunately swept. Little things like
one stroke, the length of an arm,
or a turn are so vital in freestyle
sprints, and here as in the 50 free
they proved very costly to us. The
Lord's Howard and Hutchinson
could only muster up third and
fourth places respectively, with
times of 51.4 and 51.6. This came
despite the fact that they were
only approx. 1 second off the winning time.
The Miami tidal wave continued
to drown the Kenyon strokers in
the ,200 back. Dan Hale's third
place finish in this race was a
2: 15. He touched out a tired teammate, Larry Witner, who had
tried valiantly to swim his third
race of the afternoon with short
rest.
The second half of the
uo"
of races, the 500
The
free, was the next event.
g
distance proved too much for
Keith Bell who took third
in 5:30.4. As with Witner, Bill
Howard tried hard in his third
race of the day, but unfortunately
late.
paddled in a few seconds-toKenyon's moment of glory was
realized in the 200 yard breast-strokMaximum efforts were put
g
Bill "Dumbo"
in by
Koller and upcoming freshman
Mark "Shorty" Frank. They were
both justly rewarded with first
and second places, Kenyon's only
sweep of the day.
To prove its strength, Miami
s
still left to comhad its
pete against Kenyon's entry in
the final event of the day the
400 free relay. As assumed, Hutchinson, Neff, Fackler, and Cowen
could not handle the
Miami crew. A quick glance
at the scoreboard showed that
Miami was victorious,
"dynamic-distance-d-

still-ailin-

o

e.

hard-workin-

For newcomers to the Shaffer
Natatorium, the 200 yard individual medley was a very close and
exciting race. But for fans acquainted with the name of Larry
Witner, it was merely "the usual"
(or almost) "The Beak" won the
race in 2:09.3, setting a new pool
and school record.
Last year's OAC diving chamOBSERVATIONS
pion, Greg Offenberger, against
Up
to
this point in the season
Miami, showed the capacity-crow- d
Lords' record reads 6 wins
the
that he hasn't lost his
and 4 losses, but they are still undefeated in their conference . . .
Although the flu has hit the team
OUR PLACE
hard this week, they will most
behind Farr Hall
surely be ready to finish out a
strong and successful season
hot sandwiches
Oberlin, Denison, and Ohio
homemade pie
Wesleyan.
top-gun-

over-poweri-

!
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Larry Wiiner resting between races.

Larry Witner - A Damp
Path to Greatness
by Jim Hecox
Kenyon has one of the most
dedicated
athletes in college
sports in its star swimmer Larry
Wiiner.
While other athletes have received more publicity in more
s
universally acclaimed sports,
obsession with swimming
has passed relatively .unnoticed
by many people.
Larry, a muscular 6'1", ISO
pounds, gets out of bed at 6:30
every morning and is in the
water by 7. Coach Russell has devised a morning schedule consisting of one practice from 7 to
7:45, and another from 7:45 to
8:30. Every swimmer must swim
Larry
one of the two sessions
swims both.
After a hearty breakfast boosted by yeast and wheat germ.
Wits, as he is sometimes called,
attends classes and studies, taking
lime oul for a lunch which includes gelalin, and yeast blended
ice cream to
with
make it more palatable. From
3:30 to 6, Larry swims the afternoon practice and, after dinner,
goes back down to the pool to
work out on the weighted pullys.
He then returns to the freshman
dorms where he is a proctor and
is in bed by eleven, after devouring a Saga sangie.
Witner's dedication at school
during the season is now apparent. During the spring and fall,
however, Larry continues to work
out vigorously. When he lived in
East Wing last year he was often
found exercising early in the
so as
morning in the bathroom
not to disturb his roommate.
This year Larry and his teammate Bill Howard returned from
Christmas vacation on December
27 and swam 10,000 yards a day
(400 laps) to stay in top shape.
Next summer Larry, and Greg
Wit-ner'-

half-melte-

d

Kalmbach, another teammate, are
going to California to swim at
Pasadena Jr. College under the
tutelage of Greg's coach.
On the campus. Wits can be
seen wearing blue jeans and a
work shirt
all the time.
"They're the most inexpensive
things you can wear," he maintains. Larry also has a penchant
for argyle socks which, he admits,
are sometimes "pretty obnoxious." Because he is always on the
move, and away from his dorm
all day long, Larry finds it difficult to brush his teeth after every
meal, as he is accustomed to doing. He solves that problem by
carrying a toothbrush in his
briefcase, which causes somewhat
of a stir in restaurants and on
airplanes.
Larry's favorite spectator sport
at Kenyon is basketball. He particularly admires the
John Dunlop and John Rinka.
Like the rest of the college.
Wits is hoping for a conference,
championship in basketball as
well as in swimming.
When he is not swimming,
Larry maintains better than a B
average
in Economics. After
graduation he'd like to join the
Peace Corps or VISTA and then
eventually go on to graduate
school.
Above all else, Larry has one
major goal that has been occupying his thoughts for some time
and it becomes increasingly important as he nears it: the '88
Olympics in Mexico City this fall.
The Olympics is the chief reason
for his training this summer in
California.
One of Larry's favorite songs
is "Luck be a Lady" from Guys
and Dolls. He has the words
memorized and, like a craps
shooter in the show, he has faith
in luck's power. He also relies on
a lot of hard work.
"J-twins-

Muskies Fall to Lords
by Ron Smith

,"

78-6- 5

got hot and streaked to a
lead,
But the Muskies,
whose ranged from 6'8" to 5'5",
fought right back to cut the
margin to seven. The Lords, obviously the better club, went back
up to thirteen for their final
spread.
John Dunlop and John Rinka
scored 25 and 24 points, respectively. Larry Finstrom played a
fine first half, with four blocked
shots, five rebounds, and no fouls.
20-poi-

42-2-

Kenyon had a bit of a struggle
at
in winning its 16th game,
Muskingum Tuesday night.
was
The Muskingum slow-dow- n
frustrating to the
Lords. Playing poised and steady
ball, however, Kenyon moved to
a 9 lead at the halftime break.
The tempo picked up considerably in the second half. With the
aid of an effective press, Kenyon
30-1-

522-739-

by Dave Balfour
Mount Union victimized Kenyon's wrestling team on the home
mats last Saturday by a
0
count in a contest that went down
to the last match before being
decided by a fall.
By virtue of three consecutive
pins, the Lords had run up a 1
lead, but Mount's strength in the
upper four weight divisions gave
them two falls and two pins for
the victory.
This match went much faster
than any other, because there
were six pins and one forfeit,
thereby resulting in only four
contests going the length.
Mount's forfeit at 115 to Mark
Smith gave Kenyon an early lead.
At 123, Tom Aberant lost a close
3
decision to Gaumer in a contest that was decided by a takedown in the closing minutes.
Doug Vogeler, at 130, had a rough
match with Wince, being victim
of a fall at 6:27 of the opening
period.
John
lost a decision to Woistel of Mount at 137.
At 148, Rick Greiser piled up a
14-- 3
count against French before
finally pinning him near the end
of the match.
Gary Nave and Fred Llewellyn
at 152 and 160 followed suit with
falls against McFarren and Edmonds in their matches, running
the Lords lead to nine. Nave's
came at :52 of the last period of
the last period of his match.
However, Ed Lentz and Mike
Brown lost decisions at 177 and
191, while Rick Davenport
and
Gaines at 167 and heavyweight
had rough matches also, accounting for the final result.
TAKEDOWNS
Heidelberg comes to the field
house Saturday. This should be
another good match because Mt.
Union and Heidelberg are fairly
equal talent-wisIf the Lords
can win this one, they should take
Capital, which has lost several
wrestlers through graduation.
In the season's final against the
Wittenberg
Tigers, the Lords
could possibly end up with an
even slate . . . Again the middle-weigh- ts
performed well as Nave
and Greiser came away winners
for the second week in a row . . .
Llewellyn pinned his man and is
now
Although he has several forfeits, Mark Smith has done well
all season and is 0 . . . Davenport (3-should do well next
week . . . Aberant coming off another close match, should bounce
back next week . . . Also Mike
Brown, now out for the team,
should help the rest of the year.
27-2-
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join the fun bunch this winter at
Ohio's first and finest ski resort
Five Electric Rope
Double Chair Lilt Two TBars
Night Skiing
Snow Machines
Groomed Slopes
Ski Patrol
Lodge
Barn
Swiss
Three Fireplace Lounges
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Hockey Shuts
Out Miami U.

by Richard Baehr
hockey team won
Kenyon
The
its second consecutive game of the
season Sunday night in Columbus,
beating Miami U.
Goalie Pete Lathrop registered
his first shutout in 5 years of
prep school and collegiate
but to the credit of the
Kenyon defense was not tested
seriously very often in the game.
Offensively the Lords' passing
was sharp, especially in the third
period, when Kenyon broke wide
open a 0 game to register four
goals in a
stretch.
Bob CummingB and Chip
Lowery each netted the "hat
trick" (3 goals) in the game, as
Kenyon dominated throughout.
Except for a few brief moments
in the second period, they effectively kept pressure on Miami's
goalie, Gil Short.
6--
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12,650 hamlets. These hamlets are
classified as A, B, C, D, E or VC

a-rou-
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ted

un-confron-

LITTLE TOWN OF
BETHLEHEM
Sunday afternoon, Christmas
Eve, the Israeli Police Band was
playing selections from "My Fair
Lady" in Manger Square in Bethlehem. Clumps of people stood in
the cold drizzle
most of them
near the band or around the souvenir stands. Soldiers stood on
the roof of the Chruch of the
Nativity and the other buildings
surrounding the square. On the
ground military men patroled the
square and the nearby streets, or
lounged against walls, their automatic weapons always slung over
their shoulders or juggled in their
hands. The band switched to the
"Sound of Music." Over their
heads, on the wall of the Police
Station, a cinema-size- d
TV projection screen had been erected.
It would show Midnight Mass live
to the assembled thousands unable to enter the Church of the
Nativity.
But as the afternoon wore on
it began to look doubtful that the
thousands would materialize.
Small tourist groups came in
buses, they were shepherded
by their guides and then
they reboarded quickly and left.
There were never more than 400
people in Manger Square all
afternoon. Most Christmas Eves
in Bethlehem look like Times
Square New Year's Eve.

criterion based
under an
on security and development factors. A and B districts are those
considered safe by the Allies, C
districts are under Allied control
at the moment, and VC are districts considered safe for the
enemy. The change between 1967
and 1968 for the A and B districts
has been from 1850 to 2070; on a
percentage basis, less than 27r of
the total number of districts. The
the
number of C districts
swing factor was barely 37r more
in 1968 than in 1967. At this rate,
victory in Vietnam (if this means
complete elimination of the Viet
Cong) would take at least ten
years. But the figures are deceiving; for the number of districts
classified as safe for the Viet Cong
has actually increased during the
last year, meaning that only in
the swing districts has Allied
strength increased, and again,
there not appreciably. It is apparent that these safe enemy districts (400) are going to present a
much more difficult problem
forces than those being
contested in the war right now. In
addition, the attacks on Saigon
and other major cities last week
raised some doubts about these
safe hamlets. It is not surprising
then that one U.S. official in South
Vietnam stated, "Before this is
over, it is bound to get worse."
18-po-

DARK STREETS
At nightfall, as people walked
back from a service at Shepherd's
Field, six kilometers away, Israeli
units were operating in the countryside surrounding Bethlehem.
Jeeps rolled over the hills and
searchlights
scoured the land
looking for potential trouble.

The Israelis, in a deft move that
easily left them guiltless to the
charge of restricting a religious
feast, rescinded the need for a
permit on Saturday night. No
notice was given of this, however,
and it was not until Christmas
Day that word began to get
that the permit was not
necessary. Through Israeli maneuvering many Arabs were led to
believe that they could not enter
or pass through Bethlehem. One
man spent Christmas Eve sleeping at his place of work in Jerusalem thinking that he could not
go home for Christmas as the road
to his house passed through
Bethlehem.
Yet, despite the restrictions and
the omnipresent military, Moshe
Kol, Minister of Tourism, could
say, "On this occasion you will
find these (the Holy) places being properly maintained and with
free access for all faiths." And
Abba Eban could chorus in, "For
the first time in many years devout pilgrims, from far and near,
may visit Jerusalem and Bethlehem, Jericho and Nazareth,
by vexing barriers or
divisive borders."
O

In Manger Square the crowd
had grown somewhat. Six or
seven hundred people roamed the
100 yard square. The band had
left and the area was unusually
still for such a gathering. If an
air of expectancy usually fills the
crowd as they wait for the bells
to ring and Mass to begin Christmas Eve, then this year an air of
tension prevailed instead. Ths
soldiers had not disappeared at
night but had become more vigilant and obtrusive. They had set
up barriers around the entrance
to the Church of the Nativity and
refused to allow anyone who didn't have a pass to Midnight Mass
within 100 yards of the Church.
Towards ten o'clock all the lights
in Bethlehem went out and the
streets were left in darkness. It
seemed for a moment that Al
Fatah might actually be in the
area and about to cause some
trouble, but in a matter of seconds, power was restored. That
was the closest thing to an incident that happened all night.
At 11 p.m., when the services
began approximately 1,000 people
had entered the church and an
other 800 or so stood outside
watching on television: though
the Israeli press reported the next
day that 5,000 people had wit-- j
nessed the event. At quarter to
twelve the Jewish Commanders
of the Central Command and the
Jerusalem Brigade entered the
church and were led under the
glare of television light to their
reserved seats in the front row.
At midnight across the chancel
arch flashed the words: Gloria in
Excelsis Deo, in blue neon letters.
It was far from a big and joyous Christmas in Bethlehem, 1967.
An old Bethlehemite summed up
pretty well the situation as it
seemed to those involved: "This
is not the face of Christmas in
Bethlehem. Bethlehem is crying
tonight." Monday, the Jerusalem
Post obliviously proclaimed:
Christmas celebrated with full
pageantry in Behlehem.

paucity

rating system for South Vietnam's

These passes were issued by the
government only to Christians
and foreign tourists, ostensibly to
limit the size of the "crowd" in
Bethlehem. But the size of the
crowd hardly needed limiting
(and this would have been predictable well in advance), a surprising number of "foreign tourists" in Bethlehem spoke Hebrew,
and the majority of Christians
would have
the
had difficulty obtaining an entrance permit. The permit ploy
was more a security measure than
anything else. It effectively excluded Arabs, who were, of
course, potential guerrillas, and
probably diminished an already
diminutive crowd. In fact, the
permit accomplished its purpose June.
without even being required.
Arab-Christia-

a

of progress. In 1967, for the first
time, the U.S. Mission devised a

predominately Christian city is
normally decorated and alive with
activity at this time of the year
just like any Western city at
Christmas. Homes are usually
cheerily adorned, families gather
together, and neighbors exchange
visits. Even the Christmas tree
has become a tradition in the
town. But this year no one had a
tree, everyone stayed in his own
house, and in many cases families
were separated by the June cease
fire lines. With their sons and
daughters away, the economic
situation becoming more desperate as banks remained closed and
prices and taxes rose, and soldiers wandering on their streets,
the citizens of Bethlehem were in
mourning. They could hardly celebrate Christmas in the wake of
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On the political scene, Ameri-- '
can officials are quick to point out
the progress made: election of a

and
President,
two houses in the national legis-- i
lature. Yet Thieu and Ky got
only 34V of the popular vote in
the election; 9 candidates were
not allowed to run (including the
neutralist and
pacifist candidates), and the
charges of fraud are still sounding from the losers who were allowed to run (some of whom have
been imprisoned by the regime).
But most importantly, it is clear
that President Thieu has yet to
galvanize or excite the people
with the kind of dramatic, forceful leadership many think vital
for lasting political stability in
Vietnam.
Vice-Preside-

!

pro-Commun-

!

I

nt,

ist

In conclusion, I can only repeat
the remarks of an American general who stated flatly two weeks
ago, "I think that if in two years
we haven't got a handle on thils
thing, if we are still fighting
along the borders with the same
rate of casualties and the prospect of a half dozen years more of
then the Amerthe same thing
ican people will reach the end of
their endurance and demand a
different kind of solution." That
espresumably would be all-owithdrawal. If
calation or all-othe choice is between these, then
all the considerations about Red
Chinese involvement, strength of
our commitment and resolve, will
again be put to the test
and
the lying and deception that have
resulted in the Gulf of Tonkin
Resolution (see last week's "Perspective" column), the bombing of
the North (North Vietnamese aggression was what we were responding to
though only 400
North Vietnamese regular were ir.
the South at the time) and the
falure to negotiate a peace settlement during the 1966 bombing
Continued from page 1
halt (the claim made was," No
Trott spent last May and June in peace settlement during the 1966
Everyday - living Bethlehem a civilian Provincial Hospital in bombing halt), can be expected
hardly presented a merrier aspect. Chau Phu, a town 100 miles west once again to be used to spread
All the hotels in the city were of Saigon and near the Cambod- this war in Asia just one step
closed for lack of business. The ian border.
closer to nuclear catastrophe.
a-rou-
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Continued from Page 1
to begin by May or
He suggests internationalizing new facilities
June.
the space effort, thereby increasFeatures of the biology building
ing world community and reduca library, an auditorium
include
ing the power of U.S. corpora250, a greenhouse, laboraseating
tions. He would internationalize
various phases of bithe Peace Corps, with the United tories for
chambers, electron
growth
ology,
Nations as administrator.
microscope and various other
To "raise the scientfic tone of
necessities.
the country," Mr. Goodman would academic
developdistribute research and
ment funds to place like Kenyon
rather than great portions to a
At the
few major universities.
Continued from Page 1
same time he would cut immenseble. It was peppered with such
ly military research allocations.
irrelevant absurdities as his comHe recommends active efforts ment on the supposedly synerto create peace including aggres- gistic interaction of sex and the
sion, systematic steps to disarma- psychedelics: "As one fellow said
ment, for example Charles Os- to me: 'why waste anything as
meth- precious as acid on something as
good's graduated
od of 20 unilateral steps. He fig- common as sex.' "
ures that after the fifth or sixth
Dr. Ungerleider's background
step the Russians would be obligated to, and want to recipro- seems impeccable. He is an Assistant Professor of Psychiatary at
cate.
the UCLA Medical Center in Los
Mr Goodman advocates a less
Angeles and has delivered well
restrictive, less controlling govover 150 lectures on LSD to such
ernment. He does not think that groups as
the American Medical
legislate
that government should
Association and the American
matters such as the taking of Psychiatric Association.
drugs because "people don't want
It was only in the question
their morals protected." He finds
period
that any information of
such legislation illegitimate, and
value was conveyed. Several stu"it doesn't work."
dents were even able to pin Dr.
Ungerleider down concerning his
opinion on drug laws. Apparently, while he feels that the psychedelics
(including
marijuana)
Continued from Page 1
should remain outlawed, but with
Vernon system. About 15 Kenyon
more reasonable penalties for
students meet with as many
he also advocates the banlearner-friend- s
once or twice
ning of alcohol and cigarettes.
weekly. It is hoped, according to
Dick Cinquina, Don
Comis, and Joe Bainton, that more
students find it within themselves
to make this kind of commitment,
Continued from page 1
particularly when Kenyon loses
the aid of Bexley next year. It
Unemployment
is the point
is hoped that these Kenyon stuwhere the poverty cycle must be
dents will be able to help the peo- attacked. 707 of the hard core
ple c:i Lower Gambier Road build unemployed are Negro. Possibly
a playground for their children one third of the potential Negro
this spring.
work force is either unemployed
Something else is happening or underemployed.
with local institutions for children
Education, also, needs to take a
with mental and physical handilong look at its organization and
caps. The Kenyon Klan and
goal. "It fails to serve the urban
AFROTC's Arnold Air Society ghetto
adequately and contributes
sponsor weekly swimming for to
the jobless ranks. Schools
these children Klan members un- should
be equal in all parts of
der the direction of John Greller
the city as education is a crucial
spend an hour every Friday afterelement in the poverty cycle.
noon with twenty-fiv- e
children
Caples outlined a four step profrom the Knox Co. Children's
Home. The AFROTC Cadets de- gram to reduce unemployment
vote time on Saturdays to similar and reorganize welfare distribution. 1) Establishment of prowork with the physically handicedures
and facilities for recruitcapped from the home. Both
these programs are open to the ment and outreach to the unem2)
ployed.
of
Establishment
entire College.
processing
central
where
center
The Arnold Air Society also diare registered and
rects itself to other aspects of the applicants
life of the Children's Home and tested to assess vocational ability.
annually provides picnics and 3) Social and medical services
parties. Some work is being done are administered through the cenin educational films for the home ter. 4) Completion of basic eduand the society is sponsoring and cation, job placement,
consultaattempting to organize a tutoring training and follow-u- p
program. Like the Lower Gam- tion must be offered.
A prerequisite of the program
bier Road "Big Brothers," the
Cadets often bring their younger is substantially increased federal
friends to Kenyon activities, par- aid to the ghetto. As a main printicularly athletic events.
ciple Caples insists "There must
Junior Tom Ulrich works with be a focus on the individual,"
the handicapped children at New Each individual must be helped
Hope State School on Route 36. as a whole person with a comThe school is understaffed, de- plex of problems determined by
priving the children of many lit- his environment."
tle things that, as Tom suggested,
Finally, Mr. Caples described
the rest of the world take's for the role of business in the comgranted.
munity aid programs. First, unChaplain Donald Rogan coor- derstanding is necessary before
dinates the involvement
of a any constructive action. Second,
business must select
handfull of students in an OSU action
program in Columbus designed to people with "the capacity to learn
and the potential to produce."
help a ghetto group of Appalachian whites. This program, badly
Third, businessmen must pracin need of personnel is cited by tice "wholehearted equality in all
Rogan as very flexible, in that it aspects of their lives. Fourth,
is removed from the Kenyon- - businessmen must stop considerGambier atmosphere and is, as ing the Negro, as just an emyet, free from bureaucratic
ployee, but as a total social
Continued from page
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